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Growth from planetesimals to planetary embryos:

For bodies > 1 km major forces are gravitational interaction and physical collisions
and gas drag.

The larger the body the more quickly it grows (runaway accretion).

Collision between planetesimals:
v speed at large distances
ve escape speed
Impact velocity vi ≥ ve
vi ≥ 6 m s-1 for rocky 10 km body.
Restitution velocity = vi ε with ε ≤ 1. If vi ε ≤ ve particle accretes sooner or later.
This is the reason for runaway accretion.
Small grains do not accrete on large grains because of too high relative speed v.
Sandblasting of growing planetesimals.

Growth time of planets:

Mass accretion, ρs volume density
of planetesimal swarm:

Transfer to surface mass density of planetesimals σρ (g cm-2):
n is mean angular motion in orbit

ρp density of planetary embryo

For Earth Fg = 7, σρ =10 g cm-2, n = 2x10-7 s-1,  ρp = 4.5 g cm-3, growth time 2x107 yr,
or better 108 yr, if depletion of planetesimals in later stage of accretion is considered.

Problems with outer planets. For Jupiter σρ = 3 g cm-2, heavy element mass 
15-20 Earth masses, growth time > 108 yr. Surface density of solar nebula drops 
~ r-3/2, growth time of Neptune is many times the solar system age.
Problems to make outer planets in time.
Further problem: gas accretion of outer planets and Jupiter.
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Runaway growth of planetary embryos

If v ≥ or ≈ ve and after impact (sticking factor) ≤ ve , 
then growth ~ R2 (R radius of planetesimal).

If v « ve then growth ~ R4. 
Fg gravitational enhancement factor can exceed 1000, but gravitational stirring 
prevents Fg from getting much larger than this. At this stage the growth is slowed 
down, other growing embryos can catch up in size (oligarchic growth).

Area within reach of the growing embryo is ~4 times its Hill sphere.
Hill sphere: sphere of gravitational influence (limited by Lagrange points, 
see next view graph).
Radius RH of Hill sphere:

Mass of planetary embryo
which has accreted all mass
within a ring of width 2Δrּס:

If Δrּס = 4 RH we obtain maximum mass Mi (in g)
to be accreted by a planetary embryo orbiting a
star of 1 M ּס:
For Earth Mi = 5 1026 g. 1 Earth mass = 6 1027 g.

Making planetary embryos close to the Earth:
In the terrestrial planet region, to complete terrestrial 
planets, further accretion among protoplanets (giant 
impacts) is necessary. The Earth’s moon may have 
formed by such an impact. Collisions may be induced 
by perturbations by giant planets or by the embryos 
themselves.

see Eiichiro Kokubo, Planetary accretion: From 
Planetesimals to Protoplanets, Rev. Mod. Astronomy 
14, 117-132, 2001. 
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Lecture (KJ):

Introduction and overview
Dense molecular clouds, photo-

dissociation regions and protostars

Protoplanetary disks
Equilibrium condensation of a solar nebula

Meteorites and the early solar system

Origin of giant planets

Comets and the early solar system

Student talks:

Origin of the elements and Standard 
Abundance Distribution

Agglomeration of planetesimals and 
protoplanets

Isotope chronology of meteorites and
oxygen isotopes

Extrasolar planets

Transneptunian Objects

Origin of solar systems: Organization

Lewis, “Physics and Chemistry of the Solar System”
Gas capture from the solar nebula

ns/n∞ ~ps/p∞ ~ ρs/ρ∞ = exp[μV2
esc/2RT∞]

s subscript: surface of planet
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Why do we need solid planetesimals
to form planets?

Escape speed vesc plotted versus 
temperature away from the body for 
different temperature ratios 
surface/infinity relevant to terrestrial 
planets (isothermal case).

If we do not have a solid body at the 
center we cannot enhance gas 
pressure with respect to the 
surrounding pressure and cannot 
accrete gas effectively.

Lewis, “Physics and Chemistry of 
the Solar System”

Conclusion:

• Mercury and moon cannot capture any gas.
• Venus and earth could have captured masses of solar 
material comparable to the mass of the planet. 
• If one takes into account the gravity of the accreted gas 
Earth and Venus might have become Jovian planets.
• However, as the planets move in the protoplanetary disk, 
interaction time with the planetary potential is limited in time
and the planets cannot captue as much mass as they could 
in a static situation.
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Formation of the Giant Planets
Wuchterl G., Guillot, T., Lissauer, J.J., Protostars and Planets IV, 1081-1109.

The 4 giant planets contain 99.5% of the angular momentum and 0.13% of the mass 
of the solar system, but more than 99.5 of the mass of the planetary system.
Macroscopic angular momentum transfer process occurs through turbulent viscosity.

The minimum reconstituted nebula mass is the total mass of solar composition 
material needed to provide the observed planetary/satellite masses and compositions 
by condensation and accumulation. It amounts to a few percent of the central body, 
both for the solar nebula and circum-planetary nebulae.

The total angular momenta of the satellite systems are only a few percent of those of 
the central body, however.

Even if giant planets had kept the angular momentum they got through Keplerean
shear from the nebular disk, they still would not rotate critically.

I.e. when studying the formation of giant planets we may neglect rotation.  

Interior of the giant planets:

Construction of interior models matching the observed gravitational fields.

With the exception of Uranus the giant planets emit more energy than received 
from the Sun. They are hot inside, and convective. These conclusions should also hold 
for Uranus.
Envelopes of all four giant planets should be homogeneously mixed, but there are 
caveats:
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The interiors of 
Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus and 
Neptune, 
according to 
conventional 
wisdom

Uranus and Neptune:
Three layers: “Rock” core, “ice” layer (H2O, CH4, NH3), and hydrogen-helium 
envelope.
Envelope enriched in heavier elements: 
30x more carbon in the form of CH4 in their tropospheres. H2O may also be 
enriched but condenses out already in deeper layers.
Ice/rock ratio ≈ 10 or higher, but protosolar value ≈ 2.5. These 
nonhomogeneous regions probably date back to the accretion of these planets.

Jupiter and Saturn:
Simpler:
Core, inner envelope of metallic hydrogen, outer layer with hydrogen in the form 
of H2.
Each layer is homogeneous, but He depleted in H2 layer and therefore probably 
metallic layer enriched in He (and possibly Ne).
Models calculated by Giullot (1997, 1999) allow to infer the possible heavy 
element abundance in the metallic and molecular regions. Uncertainties caused 
by equation of state, interior temperature profile (convective, radiative) and 
rotation (solid, differential).
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Note that Jupiter 
and Saturn may 
not have a core 
(judging from 
these models).
But they need a 
core because 
otherwise, how 
could they form?

Gas Accumulation Theories:

Preplanetary disks are only weakly self-gravitating equilibrium structures, 
supported by  centrifugal forces augmented by gas pressure. Any isolated, orbiting 
object below the Roche density is pulled apart by the stellar tides. Nebular 
densities are typically more than two orders of magnitude below the Roche density.

Compression is needed to confine a condensation of mass M inside its tidal or Hill 
radius RT = a (M/3Mּס)1/3. A local enhancement of self-gravity is needed to 
overcome the counteracting gas pressure.               
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Nebula Stability:

Preplanetary nebulae with minimum reconstituted mass are stable.

A moderate-mass nebula disk might be found that can develop a disk instablility
leading to a strong density perturbation, especially when forced with a finite 
external perturbation. A density enhancement of a factor 100 can be obtained 
(Boss, see next slide). But the density enhancement at the surface of a 1 Earth 
mass core is between 105 and 107, for comparison (Lewis has 1012 at 1 AU).

Clumps forming as the result of such an instability (giant gaseous protoplanets
GGPPs) are candidates to become proto-giant planets, but they must cool rapidly 
to stabilize (problems may arise because of high opacity) and they must form a 
core a posteriori.

Wuchterl has checked the stability of GGPPs.
• Alexander and Ferguson (1994) opacities.
• Time-dependent mixing length.
• Jeans-critical nebula of Jupiter’s mass with T=10 K.
• Needs 1.8 x 104 yr to contract into tidal radius.
• Is fully convective from < 100 to 2 x 105 yr, when a radiative zone spreads out 
from the planet’s center.

Boss, A.P.: “Gas Giant 
Protoplanet Formation: 
Disk Instability Models 
with Thermodynamics 
and Radiative Transfer”, 
Ap. J. 563, 367-373, 
2001.

Density enhancement of 
four orders of magnitude 
possible.
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Nucleated Instability:

Planetesimals (solids) in the solar nebula are small bodies surrounded by gas.

Idea of critical core mass: At a certain critical core mass the atmosphere could not 
be sustained, and isothermal, shock-free accretion (Bondy 1952) would set in.

Miniature stellar structure calculations with energy dissipation by impacting 
planetesimals replacing the nuclear reactions as an energy source.

Safronov and Ruskol (1982):
The rate of gas accretion is determined not by the rate of delivery of mass to the 
planet [like in Bondy accretion] but by the energy losses from the contracting 
envelope.

Simplified models:

Stevenson, D.J. 1982: Formation of Giant Planets. Planet. Sp. Sci. 30, 755-764.

• generalized opacity law κ = κ0 Pa Tb

• core mass accretion rate Mdot
core, core density ρcore inside tidal radius RT

• “radiative zero solution” for spherical protoplanets with static, fully radiative
envelopes, in hydrostatic and thermal equilibrium

The critical mass, defined as the largest mass to which a core can grow while 
forced to retain a static envelope, is given by

where                               and R, G, and σ denote the gas constant, the gravitational 
constant, and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, respectively.

Note that this model does not depend on nebular density or temperature, but 
strongly on the molecular weight μ (“superganymedean puffballs enriched in heavy 
elements”).
Variation of a factor of 100 in Mdot

core leads to only to a 2.6 variation in the critical 
core mass. Model similar to proto-giants and leads to oscillation-driven mass loss.
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Wuchterl, G. 1993: Icarus 106, 323-334.
Static solutions for protoplanets with convective outer envelopes, which occur at 
somewhat larger midplane densities than in minimum mass nebulae.

For a given core envelopes are larger and the critical core mass is reduced.  

Γ1 is constant first adiabatic exponent and                     = 2/3.
In this case, the critical mass depends on the nebula gas properties and therefore on 
the location in the nebula, but is independent on core accretion rate.

Early phases of giant planet formation are dominated by the growth of the core.
Envelopes remain close to static.
The nucleated instability was assumed to set in at the critical mass, originally as a 
hydrodynamic instability analogous to the Jeans instability. With the recognition that 
energy losses from the proto-giant planet envelopes control the further accretion of 
gas, it followed that quasi-hydrostatic contraction of the envelopes would play a key 
role.
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Quasi-hydrostatic Models with Detailed Core Accretion:
Pollack et al. 1996, Icarus 124, 62-85.
very detailed in many respects (core accretion rate, planetesimal dissolution in enve-
lope, treatment of energy loss via radiation and convection, equation of state), but:
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Mass Accretion rate

Luminosity Surface density of 
planetesimals in 
accretion zone

total

solids gas
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Hydrodynamic Accretion beyond the Critical Mass

Wuchterl’s models are nonlinear, convective, radiation hydrodynamical
calculations of core-envelope proto-giant planets that follow the evolution 
without a priori assuming hydrostatic equilibrium and which determine
whether envelopes are hydrostatic, pulsate or collapse and at what rates 
mass flows onto the planet.
• Spherical symmetry
• Core accretion rate assumed to be either constant or according to the 
particle in box approximation (see e.g. Lissauer 1993).
• Other assumptions of quasihydrostatic models hold here also.

First calculation: Pulsation driven wind. After a large fraction of the 
envelope mass has been pushed back into the nebula, the dynamical 
activity fades, and a new quasi-equilibrium state is found that resembles 
Uranus or Neptune in core and envelope mass.

When can accretion occur?

Pulsations and mass loss do not occur when “no dust”, zero metallicity
opacities are used.
Static critical core mass =1.5-3 MEarth for accretion rates 10-8 to 10-6 MEarth yr-1

Envelope accretion becomes independent of core accretion at ≈15 MEarth.
Mach number = 0.01 at ≈ 50 MEarth.
At a total mass of about 100 MEarth the nebula gas influx approaches the 
Bondi rate, at 300 MEarth the envelope collapses overall.

Even with realistic opacities there exist models leading to accretion.
E.g. at a nebula density of 10-9 g cm-3 (greater  by a factor of 6.7 than 
Mizuno’s (1980) minimum reconstituted mass nebula value) pulsations were 
damped and rapid accretion of gas set in and proceeded to 300 MEarth. The 
spreading of convection into the outer envelope had damped the oscillations.

Future: Improved Convective Energy Transfer and Opacities
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Formation of Extrasolar Planets (or any Giant Planet):

Hydrostatic models for in situ formation:

For giant planets to form close to the parent star high surface mass density of solids 
is required (because the larger Kepler shear near the star decreases the solid core’s 
isolation mass unless the amount of solids is large.

The planet orbiting 2.1 AU from 47 UMa can form in ~2 Myr for σ = 90 g cm-2 but 
requires ~18 Myr for σ = 50 g cm-2.

The surface mass density of solids required to form giant planets at 0.23 AU (ρCrB) 
and 0.05 AU (51Peg) is prohibitively large unless orbital decay of planetesimals is 
incorporated into the models. 
Ad-hoc assumption: constant rate of solid body accretion.
Model results for 51 Peg indicate: if the growth rate of the core is 1x10-5 MEarth yr-1, 
then the planet takes ~4x106 years to form and has a final high-Z mass of ~40 MEarth.

Hydrodynamic models of Giant Planet Formation Near Stars

Radiative outer envelopes may oscillate and therefore may prevent massive
accretion.

But most extrasolar planets have masses > 0.5 MJup. They probably require 
efficient gas accretion and therefore should satisfy the convective outer 
envelope criterion. 

The situation is illustrated in the next slide which shows the stability border 
(caused by specific luminosity L/M) in a temperature density diagram. 
Several model disks, one with positions of planets indicated, are 
overplotted. With improved numerical treatment of opacities and convection 
the stability border is likely to move more to the left.

Convective radiation hydrodynamical calculations of core-envelope growth 
at 0.05 AU, for particle-in-a-box core mass accretion at nebula temperatures 
of 1250 and 600 K, show gas accretion beyond 300 MEarth at core masses of 
13.5 MEarth and 7.5 MEarth, respectively (Wuchterl 1996, 1997).
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Solar system model by
Hayashi  et al. 1985

Mercury

Venus
Earth

Mars

Asteroids

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

NeptunePluto

Convective Outer
Envelope

Radiative Outer
Envelope

Possible place for hot Jupiter generation

Wuchterl 1993, Icarus 106, 323-334

Conclusions of the chapter by Wuchterl on Giant Planet Formation
Jupiter and Saturn are composed primarily of hydrogen and helium, yet the heavy 

elements may hold the key to their formation.

They have more heavy elements than were present in the protosolar gas. Were the 
heavy elements the first to accrete, or did the enrichment occur at later stages? 
Depending on this Jupiter and Saturn may have received very different amounts of 
planetesimals and may have formed either very rapidly (such as through the nebula 
instability mechanism) or more slowly (such as through nucleated instability).

Three possibilities exist for the difference between Jupiter and Saturn on one hand and 
Uranus and Neptune on the other hand. In Uranus and Neptune ...

1. gas accretion was limited to ~1 MEarth by a hydrodynamic instability caused mainly 
by low gas density.

2. The cores of these planets grew more slowly because they did not achieve sufficient 
mass to accrete large quantities of gas before the solar nebula was dispersed.

3. The gas in the Uranus/Neptune region was dispersed rapidly via photoevaporation, 
before Uranus and Neptune were formed.

The nucleated instability hypothesis may explain the formation of giant planets in our 
and other solar systems. Presently known extrasolar planets close to their parent 
star may have accreted in situ.
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Eiichiro Kokubo, 
Planetary accretion: 
From Planetesimals to 
Protoplanets, Rev. Mod. 
Astronomy 14, 117-132, 
2001. 


